
Chapter 82: 
“…Captain.”
“what?”
The nursery rhyme looked at the man who was sitting next to
him with an empty mineral water bottle: “You talk so loudly,
but in the past, you wanted to marry me.”
Lu Sicheng opened the rankings, “Oh,” and stared at his
computer screen without squinting: “What?”
The nursery rhymes kicked him under the table and raised his
eyebrows: “Hey.”
Lu Sicheng is indifferent: “Hey.”
The nursery rhyme kicked him again: “Afraid not afraid?”
Lu Sicheng finally turned his head and glanced at her.
Suddenly, he seemed to have some heads and asked: “Will you
cook?”
The nursery rhyme answered without answering: “No.”
Lu Sicheng: “Is it meant to eat only? It is still afraid.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Nursery rhyme: “Are you a person? Why can’t you always say
a word?”
Lu Sicheng: “You forced me.”
Nursery rhymes: “Quiet me.”
Lu Sicheng: “Do you not blame you?”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Every day, I endure with life and challenge the limits before I
put my main box on the heads of people around me…
Sometimes even the nursery rhymes can’t help but wonder if
the fan girls are too gentle and too tolerant. Net addiction
juvenile players fall into the realm of not recognizing their
own personal glamour limit and real value -
Such a compliment of honey juice causes them to often say
madness and do crazy things…
At this time, if there is a fandom of “Wonder Woman”
standing out to let these men wake up, it would be great.
- At the beginning, nursery rhymes are just thinking about it.
But what she didn’t expect was that it was like God heard her
inner call. After she had sent her feelings for no more than
eight hours, this “Wonder Woman”
actually………………………
Really appeared!



……
The beginning of the story began with a fan of the “big dead
five hundred years” team leader, the girl’s microblog id called
“fruit.”
Because the fruit is often produced and tailored, the interesting
content and text fields of the members of the Qing Dynasty
team are gradually mixed with the staff of the Qing Dynasty
team. Therefore, there are often some people who don’t know
the life of the Qing team. In this way, over the years, she
became a powdered head with 20,000 fans.
Everyone knows that this “fruit” is the house management of
Xu Tailun’s live broadcast room. It is the owner of Xu Tailun’s
personal fan base. She is a low-key person, never participates
in truss, and does not engage in small groups.
Therefore, the fruit is very recognized by the fans of the Qing
Dynasty team. Everyone is positioned for her: It seems that Xu
Tailun is always on the air. She has time, money, low-key, and
knows the internal staff of the Qing Dynasty team.
It was around 8 o’clock that night.
There is a fan of the Qing Dynasty team, Miss Sister, who
finished the meal and started to sneak the fruit of Weibo. It
was originally prepared to supplement the lively clips of the
members of the Qing Dynasty team, and took a few rounds of
Weibo and suddenly found out. The system prompts that it is
about a minute ago, this powder called the fruit of the fruit
continuously gives a variety of praises to the content of a
microblogging trumpet called “in your name” -
Out of curiosity, this fan looked at the microblog of “in your
name”.
Then she found that this microblog is very strange. First of all,
it is obviously a personal microblogging trumpet, only one or
two systems donated zombie powder, and all the microblogs
are 0 forward 0 comments 0 likes; secondly, she is meager The
frequency is very frequent. From about half a year ago, two or
three dynamics were sent out every day.
Half a year ago, it was just that Xu Tailun came to Lpl to join
the Qing team for a long time.
- Out of curiosity, fans of this Qing Dynasty team began to
carefully browse the various microblogs called “in your
name”, the most interesting of which is her latest Weibo,



Weibo The content is a small beautiful short-haired cat lying
on a mat, the surrounding background looks like a pet hospital,
and the meager matching is:
This is only beautiful, it is clear that every day in front of the
camera in the Xu Tailun live room, walked to the “Mimi.”
I think that this afternoon, Xu Tailun vowed that “the staff
took it to the pet hospital.” Then look at this microblogging
that is obviously not like a staff member. It is hard to imagine
how it is like watching this meager fan friend. Dog’s mood -
The most difficult thing is that she persevered in such a mood
to continue to watch Weibo.
Yesterday.
“In your name” Weibo content first:
“In your name” Weibo content second article:
The day before yesterday.
“In your name” Weibo content:
Picture: Purchasing transfer screenshot, price four digits,
remarks: Givenchy summer new xxxxx short shirt.
The day before yesterday.
“In your name” Weibo content:
With the picture: WeChat show love, the man said “baby do
you sleep?”, the woman said “to accompany you well”, the
man said “go to sleep, I have to play games, this week to win
the game”, and then sent A red envelope, after the woman led,
the man said “take a red envelope to sleep”, the contents of the
red envelope five pieces.
Greatly the day before yesterday.
“In your name” Weibo content:
With the picture: WeChat chat record, the man said “losing the
game, teammates are like mentally handicapped, once they
leave, they collapsed, such a dish, what kind of occupation”,
the woman said “ah, it does not matter the next time to win”,
the man said ” Too weak, why should I bring such a group of
mentally retarded wins, the Chinese lol is really bad, and the
woman said, “Don’t say this,” the man once again stressed that
“it’s really bad. Next year will be South Korea or change
teams. If it’s not too much money, it won’t Come”.
Big big… I don’t know the day before, the day when Xu
Tailun’s little milk cat first appeared.
“In your name” Weibo content:



Pictured: That familiar short short-haired cat.
……
Seeing this, I don’t know what it is. The enthusiastic person
who eats melons can only say that she is a fool. I realized that
I saw a big news at the first time. She quickly took this to you.
The “microblogging link” is reserved, and some important
microblogs are accompanied by a date screenshot.
Then turn around and post it and post it -
Under the headline, 啪啪啪啪 is a bunch of microblogging
screenshots of dry goods, posts tens of replies within a minute,
all downstairs are “I 艹 啥 啥” “Fire tongs Liu Ming” “a good
sister of my sister “…
- At this point, a hurricane and **** rain will be unveiled!
The author has something to say: Come here, a very
educational and torn drama hhhhhhhh
Today, under a short break, send 100 red envelopes to stabilize
the army!
It’s almost at the end of the month, what about the baby’s
nutrients?
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